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Challenges of CI/CD today
Look, I bought a box of DevOps

You can't just buy a box of DevOps

@aclooudfuru

Look, he bought a box of DevOps

Wow!

Cool!
WORKS ON MY MACHINE
CI
DEVOPS PROBLEM NOW???
very important feature

- fix tests
- fix tests
- fix tests
- fix lint
- fix lint
- fix lint

Verified 7bf21a2
Verified 82fe113
Verified 8d4cd98
Verified ccbbd49
Verified f4971c9
Verified aec40c8
Why Dagger?

- Portable (run CI/CD anywhere)
- Write pipelines in your preferred language
- Avoid vendor lock-in
- Caching
CONTAINERS
CONTAINERS EVERYWHERE
Demo

https://github.com/sagikazarmark/dagger-go-example
Getting started

- Documentation
- Quickstart *(new)*
- Playground
Thank you

Any questions?
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